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Abstract: Precise point positioning can provide accurate coordinates to users without reference
stations, and the high-precision real-time clock offset product is necessary for real-time precise point
positioning application. As an integral part of the third generation BeiDou Navigation Satellite
System, Precision Point Positioning Service provides dual systems (BDS-3 and GPS) real-time PPP
services with centimeter- and decimeter-level accuracy for static and kinematic positioning users
around China, respectively. However, there exist inconsistent biases in the clock offset of Precision
Point Positioning Service, which will negatively affect the positioning and timing performance of the
service. By comparing with the post-processing clock offset, this paper verifies that the broadcast
clock offset has smaller and more stable biases in the long term and proposes a regional clock offset
estimation strategy using broadcast clock offset for a priori constraint. The results show that the new
algorithm can effectively reduce the bias in PPP-B2b clock offset. The new clock offset product could
improve convergence speed by 25% and 10% in the horizontal and vertical directions. For positioning
accuracy, the improvement is 22% and 17%. The absolute error of timing can also be reduced by 60%.

Keywords: BeiDou-3 Navigation Satellite System; real-time clock offset; PPP-B2b service

1. Introduction

Precise point positioning (PPP) can provide accurate coordinates to users without
reference stations [1] and is widely used in scientific studies, such as oceanography [2]
and earthquake early warning [3]. The precision orbit and clock offset for PPP are usually
provided by IGS analysis centers. The consistency of GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and Beidou-2
satellite post-processed clock offset are 2 cm, 5 cm, 5 cm, and 10 cm, respectively [4].
However, the release time is generally delayed by several days. In recent years, with the
exploration of GNSS applications, precise products are needed more timely for users of
some emerging fields, such as LEO satellite orbit determination [5], unmanned aerial
vehicle photogrammetry [6], GNSS meteorology [7], etc.

As an integral part of the third generation BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS-3),
Precision Point Positioning Service (PPP-B2b) provides dual system (BDS-3 and GPS) real-
time PPP services with centimeter- and decimeter-level accuracy for static and kinematic
positioning users, respectively, around China [8,9]. Through the GEO satellite in BDS-3,
users of PPP-B2b can obtain PPP-B2b precise clock offset (B2bCO) products with a precision
better than 0.3 ns.

Previously, some scholars have evaluated the B2bCO by comparing it with the post-
processed product of the analysis center [10,11]. Although there are some numerical
differences between these assessments, qualitative conclusions can be drawn: Compared
with external products, the B2bCO of each satellite has a different bias, ranging from
decimeter to meter, though it is precise enough to support the official positioning accuracy
standard. This bias has not been studied in depth before. It is generally believed that the
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bias in clock offset may be related to the receiver type [12], algorithm, and the calibration
of equipment delay.

The satellite clock offset parameters in the broadcast message of BDS-3 Positioning,
Navigation and Timing Service (PNTS) is estimated differently from PPP-B2b. There are
two time synchronization methods used in the calculation. The L-band two-way satellite
time and frequency transfer (TWSTFT) establishes the satellite ground connection, and the
time division multiple access inter-satellite link (ISL) clock offset estimation establishes
the inter-satellite connection [13,14]. The former has been successfully applied in the
construction of the Beidou-2 regional navigation system [15], but it can only cover 40% arc
of the MEO satellite with regional observation [16]. The latter effectively improves the clock
offset estimation accuracy of outland BDS-3 satellites without satellite-ground observation.
According to the long-term analysis, there is no apparent bias between the clock offset of
PNTS and the post-processing.

Based on the characteristics of PNTS clock offset and B2bCO, a regional network clock
offset estimation strategy with broadcast clock offset for priori constraint is proposed. Ac-
cording to the strategy, we reconstructed the computing process of PPP-B2b, and obtained
then new clock offset product. The results show that the new algorithm effectively reduces
the bias in B2bCO. The new clock offset product can improve the convergence speed by
about 25% and 10%, and the positioning accuracy after convergence by 22% and 17% in
the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. It can also reduce the absolute error of
timing by 60%.

This paper is organized as follows. First of all, in Section 2, the estimation process and
the bias of PPP-B2b clock offset is briefly described. Section 3 introduces the new clock
offset estimation process and evaluates the new clock offset. In Section 4, the positioning
performance and timing performance of the new clock offset and B2bCO are compared and
analyzed. The summary and discussion are in the final part.

2. The Estimation Process and Bias of PPP-B2b Clock Offset Product
2.1. Estimation Process of PPP-B2b Clock Offset Product

The estimation process of the PPP-B2b clock offset product is given in Figure 1. The pro-
cess is roughly divided into four modules, multi-satellite orbit determination module,
real-time OC (Observation minus Calculation) calculation module, clock offset estimation
module, and correction calculation module.

Clk Estimate 
Real Time

Correction 
Calculate

Clk Estimate 
Step in Hour

Multi-Sat Orbit 
determination

Real time OC 
calculation

Observation

History Clock 
Correction

Precise 
Orbit Precise Clock

Msg Correction

Ambiguity and 
Tropospheric Delay
Update in Hour

Real Time Amb. 
and Tropo. Delay

Real time OC

Navigation 
Massage

Precise Point 
Positioning(PPP)

Clock Estimate

Figure 1. Estimation Process of PPP-B2b Clock Offset Product.

In a whole process, the orbit determination was carried out at first using the observa-
tion data of the previous three days. The obtained satellite’s precise orbit and prediction
orbit for several days are saved in memory. Driven by the real-time observation data stream,
the real-time OC calculation module uses the orbit in memory to deduct various errors in
the observation:
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{
ls
PC,r = PCs

r − ρs
r − Ts

r − (bs
IF + br,IF)− εPC

ls
LC,r = LCs

r − ρs
r − Ts

r − (φs
IF + φr,IF)− λNs

IF,r − εLC
(1)

The r and s denote the specific receiver and satellite. The ρ, T, and N represent
the geometric distance, tropospheric delay, and ambiguity, respectively. The lPC and
lLC is the OC (including satellite and receiver clock offsets) calculated in this module.
The real-time OC stream is injected into the clock offset estimation module. The clock
offset estimation module includes two sub-modules: hourly estimation and real-time
estimation. The hourly estimation sub-module caches the residual stream, filters it in hours,
and sends the troposphere and ambiguity information to the real-time estimation module.
With the constraint of such corresponding information, the real-time clock offset estimation
module, which is driven by the residual stream, estimates the real-time clock offset and
saves this unoptimized clock offset into the memory. Finally, using the clock offset, precise
orbit, and navigation messages, the correction products are generated after judgment and
elimination with historical data in the correction product calculation module.

Among these modules, the multi-satellite orbit determination supported by ISL has
been thoroughly studied, and its stability and the accuracy of prediction products can
be guaranteed [17–20]. The crux of PPP-B2b is to generate continuous real-time clock
offset products with high precision stably. The combination of hourly and real-time filters
ensures the stable convergence of the clock offset estimation based on regional observation.
Moreover, the estimation process of the PPP-B2b clock offset product is distributed in three
independent modules: real-time OC calculation, clock offset estimation, and correction cal-
culation. Even if catastrophic failures occur in the clock offset estimation module (the most
probable), the upstream module (real-time OC calculation) and the downstream module
(correction calculation) will not be involved. The correction products can be constantly pre-
dicted in the correction calculation module within 2 min, and the uninterrupted real-time
residual stream facilitates the rapid resumption of the clock offset estimation module.

2.2. PPP-B2b Clock Correction and Bias of Clock Offset

The GEO satellite of BDS-3 broadcasts four types of PPP-B2b correction products to
users at a rate of 500 bps [8]. The clock correction of all satellites in the mask is broadcast
to the user through Message Type 4 in a period of 6 seconds. If the clock offset of a
specific satellite is invalid, it is assigned the value of −26.2128. Through the PPP-B2b clock
correction sent by GEO and the broadcast clock offset (BRCO) of the corresponding satellite,
users can obtain B2bCO with:

Ci
B2bCO = Ci

BRCO −
Ci

0
c

(2)

Ci
0 is the clock correction of PPP-B2b at epoch i, while Ci

B2bCO and Ci
BRCO are the

B2bCO and BRCO at this time; c is the speed of light.
From August 2020 (PPP-B2b on service) to July 2021, a total of 320 days of long-term

B2bCO were used for evaluation in order to analyze the value and change of the bias. The
post-processed clock offset (PPCO), calculated with the same orbit, PCO, DCB, and the
observation data of the same type receiver, was set as the benchmark for evaluation to
ensure other effects were eliminated. The bias of B2bCO on a certain day can be extracted as:{

∆Ci
B2bCO = Ci

B2bCO − Ci
PPCO

∆CB2bCO = 1
n ∑n

i=1 ∆Ci
B2bCO

(3)

i is the ith valid epoch of the day (B2bCO and PPCO is both valid); n is the total number
of valid epochs in this day; Ci

B2bCO and Ci
PPCO is the B2bCO and PPCO of the corresponding

epoch; ∆CB2bCO is the bias between B2bCO and PPCO. For a satellite, if its clock offset has
two or more effective arcs in a day, the longest one is selected for statistics.
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In Figure 2, the X-axis is the number of days from 1 August 2020, the blue dot is the
bias of all satellites, and the red line is the 3σ confidence interval counted by day. The bias
still existed after other effects were removed, which indicated that the estimation algorithm
or receiver characteristic is a significant source of this bias. The bias can be considered
in two parts. The biases of all satellites have the same long-term variation trend, which
ranges between ±3 m. After removing the long-term trend, the biases of satellites are not
consistent, with the standard deviation (STD) σBia of 0.315 m (1.05 ns).
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Figure 2. The bias of B2bCO changes in the long term.

Although most of the inconsistent biases in B2bCO will be eventually absorbed by
ambiguity coefficients in PPP, it will still affect the convergence time and final accuracy of
PPP. For static PPP, the impact can be approximately estimated as:

∆P =
SigLC
SigPC

∗ PDOP ∗ σBia (4)

SigPC and SigLC are the a priori observation noise of pseudo-range and carrier phase,
respectively; PDOP is the average position dilution of precision; ∆P is the positioning
error caused by the inconsistent part of the bias, which is generally around 1 cm to 3 cm.
For kinematic PPP, these biases will lead to the divergence of the positioning with the entry
and exit of satellites. The order of the divergence is centimeters to decimeters.

The users’ receiver clock offset will absorb the consistent part of the bias. It can be
inferred from the above that the timing error of PPP-B2b is around ±10 ns, although the
timing performance of PPP-B2b is not given officially.

3. Real-Time Algorithm of B2bCO with BRCO Constraint

BRCO and B2bCO are calculated with two different time synchronization systems.
BRCO uses L-band TWSTFT and Ka-band Full-ISL to estimate satellite clock offset, while
B2bCO is solved with pseudo-range and carrier phase of navigation signal. We are con-
cerned about whether the BRCO is also biased compared with PPCO to confirm the bias is
from B2bCO. The comparison is carried out in the same way between BRCO and PPCO:{

∆Ci
BRCO = Ci

BRCO − Ci
PPCO

∆CBRCO = 1
n ∑n

i=1 ∆Ci
BRCO

(5)

i is the ith valid epoch of the day; Ci
BRCO and Ci

PPCO is the BRCO and PPCO of the
corresponding epoch; ∆Ci

BRCO is the difference between BRCO and PPCO on epoch i, while
∆CBRCO is its daily statistic result.

In Figure 3, the X-Axis is the number of days from 1 August 2020, the blue dot is the
difference between BRCO and PPCO of all satellites, and the red line is the 3σ confidence
interval counted by day. Compared with B2bCO, there is almost no long-term trend in
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the difference between BRCO and PPCO. After removing the long-term trend, its STD
is around 0.32 m (1.06 ns), slightly larger than B2bCO. It should be noted that this is a
statistical result that aims to illustrate that BRCO has a more negligible bias. Actually,
B2bCO is much more precise than BRCO and has much better positioning performance.
Because of its smaller bias, the BRCO could be used as a priori constraint for the estimation
filter of B2bCO and using more appropriate constraints on satellite clock coefficient, so as
to reduce the bias in B2bCO.
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Figure 3. The difference between BRCO and PPCO.

3.1. The Design of Estimation Process

We reconstructed the process of PPP-B2b as shown in Figure 4. The correction cal-
culation module is divided into long-term and short-term correction calculation modules
according to the update period of the output message. Message Type 1 to 3 (mask, orbit
correction, and DCB) is calculated in the long-term correction calculation module, while
Message Type 4 (clock correction) is calculated in the short-term module. The update period
is 48 s and 6 s, respectively. The short-term correction calculation module is combined
with the clock offset estimation module so that the historical information and statistical
results can be used more flexibly and effectively. Since the stability of the estimation can
be guaranteed after the prior information is used more appropriately, the hourly clock
offset estimation module is removed to eliminate the hourly jump in B2bCO (around
1 cm to 3 cm) caused by it. Clock correction is now directly generated in the clock offset
estimation module.

Clk Estimate 
Real Time

Multi-Sat Orbit 
determination

Real time OC 
calculation

Observation

History Clock

Precise Orbit

Clk Corr Msg

Real time OC

Clk Nav Msg

Precise Point 
Positioning(PPP)

Orb Nav Msg 

Slow Corr Msg

Long-term Correction 
Calculation Module

Figure 4. Reconstructed PPP-B2b clock offset estimation process.

In the clock offset estimation module, we use two methods to constrain the clock offset
coefficients of satellites. When the clock offset sequence is less than 30 min, the BRCO
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is used to constrain the coefficients. When the clock offset sequence is longer than 30
min, the historical clock offset sequence is used to predict the clock offset on the cur-
rent epoch and constrain the coefficients. Different priori noise is needed in different
constraint methods.

3.2. Priori Noise of BRCO Constraint Method

The BDS-3 navigation broadcast is updated hourly. In order to restrict the clock
coefficient appropriately, the RMS of ∆Ci

BRCO (in Formula (5)) is counted according to the
time to TOC (Time of Clock). As illustrated in Figure 5, the X-axis is the time to TOC, while
the Y-axis is the RMS of ∆Ci

BRCO. The dots, which increase linearly, are the RMS of ∆Ci
BRCO

counted in minutes between BRCO and PPCO of all satellites. The solid line is the fitting
result, and its intercept (P0) and slope (P1) are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 5. The BRCO errors increase with time.

Table 1. The fitting result of the BRCO error.

PRN P1 P0 PRN P1 P0

C19 0.0012 0.387 C34 0.0011 0.437
C20 0.0009 0.384 C35 0.0014 0.403
C21 0.0011 0.372 C36 0.0009 0.450
C22 0.0005 0.502 C37 0.0011 0.373
C23 0.0012 0.419 C38 0.0006 0.552
C24 0.0014 0.420 C39 0.0007 0.456
C25 0.0014 0.342 C40 0.0008 0.364
C26 0.0013 0.401 C41 0.0008 0.449
C27 0.0015 0.368 C42 0.0010 0.487
C28 0.0014 0.382 C43 0.0010 0.388
C29 0.0012 0.385 C44 0.0012 0.418
C30 0.0009 0.405 C45 0.0009 0.393
C32 0.0009 0.398 C46 0.0012 0.342
C33 0.0006 0.566 Average 0.0010 0.416

According to the fitting results, the average value of P1 is 0.001. It can be inferred that
the error of BRCO increases around 6cm within one hour, which is only about 13% of the
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average value of the initial error (P0). We take the 3σ upper limit of P0 and P1 to estimate
the BRCO error:

δBRCO = 0.583 + 0.0019dt; (6)

dt is the time to TOC. δBRCO is the estimated error of BRCO at this time, which can be
used as a priori noise of clock coefficients in the filter.

3.3. Priori Noise of Predict Clock Offset Constraint Method

When the clock offset sequence of a satellite is longer than 30 min, the current clock
offset value can be predicted with historical information, and the predicted clock offset can
be used as a priori constraint of the filter. We assume that the error of the clock offset is
composed of the clock speed error and frequency white noise because this prediction is
usually shorter than a few minutes. By comparing with the previous epoch, we can obtain
the clock speed value a1(i) of the current epoch and store it. The clock offset in the new
epoch can be predicted as:

T̃n+1 = Tn +
dt
m

n

∑
i=n−m+1

a1(i) (7)

n is the current epoch; m is the number of epochs used in the prediction; dt is the time
interval between epochs; Tn is the clock offset of current epoch, and T̃n+1 is the predicted
clock offset of epoch n + 1. Considering that the prediction error will be affected by clock
drift and white noise, the relations of the errors are:

σ0 =
√

σ2
a2
+ σ2

ε = std(a1(n − m + 1 : n))

σT̃n+1,a2
=

√
3(m+1)

m−1 σa2

σT̃n+1,ε = σε

σT̃n+1
=

√
σ2

T̃n+1,a2
+ σ2

T̃n+1,ε

(8)

σ0 is the STD of the clock speed of historical epochs, which is obtained by the saved
sequence of a1, while the σT̃n+1

is the prediction error of T̃n+1. The errors caused by clock
drift and white noise are represented by subscripts a2 and ε, respectively. The error caused
by these two parts cannot be accurately estimated, but the following relationship can
be obtained:

σ0 < σT̃n+1
<

√
3(m + 1)

m − 1
σ0 (9)

Considering that the prediction is a positive feedback process, that is, too tight con-
straints will cause the clock offset sequence to be too linear, which leads to tighter con-
straints. In order to avoid triggering this process, the constraint needs to be loose enough

(greater than three times of
√

3(m+1)
m−1 σ0), while it should also effectively constrain the clock

coefficient. We set the constraint as 8σ0 after a trail.

3.4. Others Coefficients and Strategies of Filter

Except for clock offset, other coefficients of the filter are shown in Table 2. Consistent
with the clock coefficients, all types of prior noise and process noise followed the three-
sigma rule, such as the observation noise of pseudo-range and carrier phase. Since only
observations within China are used, in order to improve the western coverage capability as
much as possible, we set the conditions to start estimation as loose as possible. When a
satellite is observed by the three receivers above the elevation of 3◦, its clock offset starts to
be estimated. The clock offset starts to be output after the estimated time is up to 30 min.
We name the clock offset product as Broadcast Constraint Filtering Clock Offset (BCFCO).
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Table 2. Others coefficients and strategies of the filter.

Type Strategy/Coefficient

Observation 9 receivers in China
Date 22 March to 5 April 2022

System BDS-3
Frequency Combine B1I/B3I PC + LC

Elevation Limit >3◦

Interval 30 s
Orbit Product PPP-B2b Orbit Product

Observation Noise PC: 1 m; LC: 0.01 m
Meteorological Model GPT2.1W + SAAS + VMF1

Trop. Esti. Model Random Walk,Process Noise 1 cm/h
Rcv. Clock Esti. Model WN, Priori Noise 2 m

Amb. Priori Noise 1.5 m
Esti. Method Kalman Filter

Trop.: Troposphere; Esti.: Estimation; Sat.: Satellite; Rcv.: Receiver; WN: White Noise; Amb.: Ambiguity.

3.5. Analysis of BCFCO

With the PPCO as the standard, the bias and precision of BCFCO are discussed in
this section. Compared with B2bCO, the accuracy improvement of BCFCO can be verified
and analyzed. {

∆Ci
BCFCO = Ci

BCFCO − Ci
PPCO

∆CBCFCO = 1
n ∑n

i=1 ∆Ci
BCFCO

(10)

The comparison between the bias of BCFCO and B2bCO is given in Figure 6. The X-
axis is the number of hours from 00:00 on 22 March 2022; the blue dot is the bias of clock
offset, and the red line is the 3σ confidence interval. The mean value of the bias of BCFCO
is stable around 0, while the bias of B2bCO changes around −0.7 m. After removing the
trend, the average STD of BCFCO is 0.231 m, while the average STD of B2bCO is 0.417 m.
It can be confirmed that BCFCO is more accurate than B2bCO.
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Figure 6. The bias of BCFCO and B2bCO.

The precision of BCFCO and B2bCO can be reflected by STD of ∆Ci
BCFCO and ∆Ci

B2bCO
after the bias is eliminated. According to the results given in Table 3, the precision of the
two kinds of clock offset is basically the same, which illustrates that the new clock offset
estimation module can still work stably with appropriate constraints, even if the hourly
clock estimation and post-processing module are removed.
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Table 3. The precision (STD) of clock offset.

PRN BCFCO (m) B2bCO (m) PRN BCFCO (m) B2bCO (m)

19 0.026 0.027 34 0.016 0.014
20 0.034 0.033 35 0.017 0.015
21 0.019 0.018 36 0.019 0.023
22 0.013 0.014 37 0.022 0.022
23 0.015 0.017 38 0.017 0.017
24 0.034 0.034 39 0.017 0.021
25 0.015 0.016 40 0.017 0.017
26 0.037 0.038 41 0.014 0.014
27 0.014 0.019 42 0.016 0.013
28 0.016 0.013 43 0.017 0.017
29 0.017 0.015 44 0.016 0.015
30 0.014 0.017 45 0.025 0.023
32 0.014 0.015 46 0.017 0.017
33 0.015 0.017 mean 0.020 0.021

4. Timing and Positioning Performance

In PPP, the error on clock offset will have different effects on the positioning results
under the influence of various factors. In order to verify the positioning performance of
BCFCO products, BCFCO and B2bCO products are compared to discuss the positioning
convergence, positioning accuracy, and timing performance of the two products. The ob-
servation data of 16 receivers in China were used in the assessment from 22 March to
4 April 2022.

4.1. Convergence Performance of Kinematic Positioning

In order to obtain more samples to evaluate the convergence performance, the obser-
vation from 1:00 to 23:00 (BDT) each day is divided into 11 segments (2 h for each segment)
for kinematic positioning, and the positioning accuracy (RMS) is counted according to the
convergence time. In Figure 7, compared with B2bCO, better convergence performance
could be achieved using BCFCO products. In the horizontal direction, the 15 min posi-
tioning error decreased from 0.38 m to 0.29 m, and the 30-min positioning error decreased
from 0.30 m to 0.23 m; In the vertical direction, the 15-min positioning error decreased
from 0.40 m to 0.36 m, and the 30-min positioning error decreased from 0.29 m to 0.25 m.
The convergence performance in the horizontal direction is improved more significantly
than in the vertical direction, which are 25% and 12%, respectively.
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Figure 7. Convergence performance of BCFCO and B2bCO.
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4.2. Accuracy of Kinematic Positioning

Observation data from 1:00 to 23:00 (BDT) is used in BDS-3 single system kinematic
positioning, and 95% positioning error is counted from 3:00 to 23:00 each day. Considering
that PPP-B2b is a region enhancement system, the positioning performance of receivers is
discussed according to their region: Northeast, Northwest, and South of China. In addition,
different types of receivers are deployed in some locations to compare the positioning
improvement of different types of receivers. The statistical results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The 95% kinematic positioning accuracy after convergence.

RcvID
Horizontal Position Error Vertical Position Error

BCFCO B2bCO Enhance BCFCO B2bCO Enhance

NE1A 0.084 0.104 19% 0.137 0.160 15%
NE2A 0.061 0.086 29% 0.105 0.116 9%
NE3A 0.066 0.102 35% 0.122 0.141 14%

AVENEA 0.070 0.097 28% 0.121 0.139 13%

NW1A 0.179 0.232 23% 0.307 0.334 8%
NW2A 0.101 0.135 25% 0.164 0.260 37%
NW3A 0.078 0.107 27% 0.112 0.144 22%

AVENWA 0.119 0.158 24% 0.194 0.246 21%

SC1A 0.067 0.145 54% 0.184 0.256 28%
SC2A 0.045 0.074 39% 0.150 0.206 27%
SC3A 0.060 0.078 23% 0.118 0.159 26%

AVESCA 0.057 0.099 42% 0.151 0.207 27%

NE1B 0.151 0.175 13% 0.162 0.205 21%
NE2B 0.084 0.101 17% 0.129 0.169 24%

AVENEB 0.104 0.137 24% 0.156 0.206 24%

NW1B 0.159 0.158 −1% 0.342 0.329 −4%
NW2B 0.095 0.104 9% 0.153 0.163 6%
NW3B 0.179 0.213 16% 0.244 0.274 11%

AVENWB 0.144 0.158 9% 0.246 0.255 4%

SC1B 0.124 0.187 34% 0.219 0.277 21%
SC2B 0.109 0.115 5% 0.173 0.190 9%

AVESCB 0.126 0.153 18% 0.213 0.241 12%

The first two digits of the RcvID represent the region (NE is the northeast, NW is the
northwest, and the SC is the South). The third digit represents the distance between the
receiver and the core region of China (1 represents the receiver in the region farthest away
from the core region). The receivers with the same first three letters have the same position.
The fourth letter represents the type of receiver (‘A’ represents the receiver of the same type
as the estimation receiver, and ‘B’ is another type).

In general, the receivers in the northeast can obtain the best positioning accuracy,
followed by the south, and the worst in the northwest, which is related to the moving
direction of BDS-3 satellites. Most MEO satellites enter China from the West, while IGSO
satellites and few MEO satellites will enter from the south. It usually takes dozens of
minutes for a satellite from reaching observation conditions to providing services, which
results in a greater PDOP in the entry border area. Furthermore, the closer the receiver
is to the core area of China, the more obvious the improvement on positioning accuracy
is with BCFCO products, except the SC1 location. In all regions, compared with B-type
receivers, the A-type receivers can obtain better positioning performance and greater
performance improvement using BCFCO, which may be due to the code bias. The average
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improvement on the positioning accuracy of BCFCO is 22% and 17% in horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively.

4.3. Timing Performance

With two calibrated timing receivers TM1A and TM1B, the timing performance of
BCFCO and B2bCO can be evaluated by the static PPP. Observation data from 1:00 to 23:00
(BDT) is used and the error of clock offset and clock rate is counted from 3:00 to 23:00 in
each day.

The timing performance of two receivers using different products is given in Table 5.
Using BCFCO product, the clock offset error of receivers is about 0.9 ns (0.25 m), while it
is 2.3 ns (0.69 m) and 3.7 ns (1.17 m) using B2bCO product, which is consistent with the
bias of clock offset mentioned in Section 3.5. The clock rate error of the two products is
basically the same, about 0.012 ns (0.004 m) per 30 s (step of PPP). This error is generally
consistent with receiver observation noise of the carrier phase that determines the upper
limit of the clock offset precision. The accurate clock rate of receivers can be obtained with
both two products.

Table 5. Statistical results of timing performance of TM1A and TM1B.

STAID
Clock Offset Error (ns) Clock Rate Error (ns/30 s)

BCFCO B2bCO BCFCO B2bCO

TM1A 0.76 2.27 0.010 0.012
TM1B 0.88 3.74 0.013 0.013

5. Summary and Conclusions

This paper focuses on the bias that exists in PPP-B2b precision clock offset products
(B2bCO). Firstly, the estimation process of PPP-B2b clock offset product is introduced,
and then bias in B2bCO is analyzed with long-term historical data and post-processing
clock offset (PPCO). According to the analysis, we propose a regional clock offset estimation
strategy using broadcast clock offset for a priori constraint and get the new clock offset
product (BCFCO). By comparing with the B2bCO, the performance improvement of BCFCO
on the accuracy of clock offset, dynamic positioning, and timing is discussed.

The bias in B2bCO can be considered in two parts. The biases of all satellites have
the same long-term variation trend, which ranges between ±3 m. After removing the
long-term trend, the biases of satellites are not consistent, with the STD of 0.315 m (1.05 ns).
In PPP, the consistent part of the bias will be absorbed into the receiver clock offset, while
the inconsistent part will affect the convergence time and positioning accuracy. BCFCO has
better accuracy and similar precision than B2bCO. The consistent part of BCFCO is almost
eliminated, and the inconsistent part was reduced by 45%. The precision of the two clock
offset products is both about 0.02 m.

The BCFCO and B2bCO are contrasted in terms of speed of convergence, positioning
accuracy, and timing. Using BCFCO, the convergence speed increases by about 25%
and 10% in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. For the positioning accuracy,
the average improvement is 22% and 17%. The closer it is to the core service area of China,
the more obvious the improvement is. The improvement on the receivers of the same type
is more obvious than that of receivers of another type. For timing, the error of the receiver
clock offset can be reduced by 60% with the BCFCO product, while the error of clock rate is
basically the same.
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